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Hadamard matrices of order n with maximum excess o(n) are constructed for n = 40, 44, 48, 
52, 80, 84. The results are: o(40)= 244, o(44)= 280, o(48)= 324, o(52)= 364, o(80)= 704, 
0(84) = 756. 
A table is presented listing the known values of o(n) 0< n ~< 100 and the corresponding 
Hadamard matrices are constructed. For the remaining values of n = 56, 60, 68, 72, 76, 88, 92, 
96 the largest values achieved for the excess are also given. 
I .  Introduct ion 
The construction of square n x n (+1, -1 ) -matr i ces  with maximum deter- 
minant is a difficult problem and its solution is not yet known even for small 
values of n. In experimental  situations where n 2-level factors are involved and n 
observations are taken,  then the D-opt imal  first order saturated esign is an n x n 
(+1, -1) -matr ix  with the maximum determinant.  In the case n-= 0 (mod 4) it is 
known that Hadamard matrices of order n have maximum determinant.  
An  Hadamard matrix of order n is an n x n (+1, -1 ) -matr ix  H satisfying 
HTH = nln and its construction is known for many values of n. For more details 
see [11]. Here I ,  denotes the unit matrix of order n and H x is the transpose of H. 
(1) For n = 1 (mod 4), only for n = 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 41 such matrices with 
maximum determinant have been constructed (see [2, 3, 5, 9]). 
(2) For n~>29 n -1  (mod4)  n: / :41,  the corresponding n xn (+ l , -1 ) -  
matrices with maximum determinant are unknown and even with modern 
computers the computat ional  difficulties are prohibitive. One way out is to 
construct "good"  designs, i.e., n x n (+1, -1 ) -matr i ces  which have maximum 
determinant within a class of (+ 1, - 1)-matrices. 
In this paper we try to solve the following problem. Find the Hadamard matrix 
of order n so that the determinant of 
is maximized, where e is the n x 1 matrix of l 's.  
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Note that 
det R = (det H)(1 + e'rH-le) 
= n½"-l(n 4- eTHe), 
and eTHe is the sum of all the entries of H denoted by a(H) and called excess of 
H. 
Hence we end up by maximizing the excess of H, i.e., trying to find 
o(n) = max a(H) for all Hadamard matrices H of order n. 
Another equivalent term is the weight of H denoted by w(H) which is defined 
as the number of entries in H equal to +1 and w(n) is the maximum weight in the 
class of Hadamard matrices of order n. 
Note that o(H) = 2w(H) - n 2 and a(n) = 2w(n) - n 2. 
We define the equivalent class of H as the collection of Hadamard matrices 
obtained by permutation of rows and/or columns and/or by negation of rows 
and/or columns of H. We can take as representative of an equivalent class that 
Hadamard matrix of the class which has the largest excess. 
Wallis [10] investigated the use of w(H) in studying how many non equivalent 
Hadamard matrices of a given order might exist. It turns out however that 
non-equivalent Hadamard matrices might have the same excess. Schmidt and 
Wang [8] showed that o(mn)>i a(m). a(n) and that 0(2)= 2, 0(4)= 8, 0(8)= 
20. Best [1] showed that o(12) = 36, 0(20) = 80, 0(24) = 112, gave a simple proof 
of a(m. n)~ o(m). o(n) and established the inequality a(n)~<nX/n. He also 
proved that the upper bound nVn can only be achieved if the Hadamard matrix 
H is of order n = 4m 2 and if H is regular, i.e., if all its row and column sums are 
equal. Regular Hadamard matrices exist for all n <~ 400 and many other values of 
n (see [11, p. 280 and Appendix E]). It is known, see [11], that if an Hadamard 
matrix H of order n exists, then a regular Hadamard matrix of order n 2 also 
exists. Here is one such construction: 
Let Hi denote the Hadamard matrix of order n which has all l 's in its ith row 
i = 1 , . . . ,  n. By setting +Hi instead of +1 in the ith column of H we obtain a 
regular Hadamard matrix of order n 2. 
Enomoto and Miyamoto [4] derive lower bounds for o(n) and show that 
a(32) = 172. They also state that 240 ~< 0(40) ~< 244. 
After this paper had been submitted, the paper by Sathe and Shenoy [7] 
appeared in which they show that a(40) i> 240, 0(48)=324, 0(80)=704, 
0(96) >I 920. 
In this paper we show that 0(40) = 244, 0(44) = 280, 0(48) - 324, 0(52) = 364, 
0(80) = 704, 0(84)= 756 and give in Section 2 the corresponding Hadamard 
matrices. 
We also construct in Section 2 Hadamard matrices with maximum excess for 
n = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 36, for which a(n) is known, some equivalent 
constructions have appeared in [1, 8]. For n = 32 the corresponding Hadamard 
matrix is given in [4]. 
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Finally we give in Table 2 the largest value for o(H) so far achieved for those 
n < 100 for which o(n) is unknown. 
These values are lower bounds for o(n) and the corresponding Hadamard 
matrices which have been constructed by applying the algorithm of Section 2, are 
not given here but are available on request. So for n = 56, 60, 68, 72, 76, 88, 92 
the lower bounds for o(n) so far are 400, 440, 544, 576, 620, 792, 828. The lower 
bound o(96) i> 920 has been given by Sathe and Shenoy [7]. 
It is easily shown (Best [1]) that 
o(n) <~ max S(n) ~ nV/-n, 
where 
. 2 S(n)=~s i  ~s i=n 2, si=--sj(mod4), s i -0or2(mod4) ,  
i=1  i=1 (1) 
i= l , . . . ,n  
In Section 3 we treat the cases n = 40, 44 and give a procedure for getting a 
better bound S(n) for o(n) than S(n). This ad hoc procedure can also be applied 
to other values of n. The improved upper bounds for n = 60, 68, 96 given in 
Table 2 were obtained similarly. An equivalent procedure is followed in [4] and 
[71. 
In Table 2 are also given all possible row (or column) sums s l , . . . ,  sn 
achieving the upper bound. These were found from (1) by using the machine or 
hand calculator and setting S(n) equal to the upper bound. 
2. Some constructions 
In this section we give some Hadamard matrices with maximum excess for 
n = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 80, 84. 
A number of Hadamard matrices with maximum excess are given in Table 1 in 
one of the following forms: 
A BR CR DR 
-BR A -DTR CTR 
RI = -CR DrR A -BrR " 
-DR -CTR BTR A 
-A  BR CR DR 
BR A -DTR CTR 
R2 = CR DTR A -BTR 
DR -CTR BrR A 
by choosing properly the circulant matrices A, B, C, D, where R = (ro) with 
1, i f i+ j=n+l ,  
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Me ~l lowing Hadamard matrices with maximum excess do not ~ l low the 
previous pattern. 
For n = 8 
- - + + + + + + + -  
+- -++- - - -++ 
++- -+- -+- -+ 
+ + + - - + + -  
H= 
+-- - - - -++++ 
+- -++++-- - -  
++- -++- -+- -  
+++- -+- - - -+  
For n = 24 
H= 
W . . . .  e T e T e T e T"  
- -  + - -  _ e T _e  T e T e T 
- -  - -  W - e T e T - -e  T e T 
_ _ _ + e T e T e T _e  T 
-e  e e e -C  D C D 
e -e  e e C -D  C D 
e e -e  e D C -D  C 
e e e -e  D C D -C  
where e is a 5 x 1 matrix if l 's ,  C = (+ - + + - ) ,  D = (+ + - - 
For n = 48 
/-/1 - / - /2 '  
where A = (+,  +, +),  B = ( - ,  +, +)  and 
A A B B B -B  -B  -B"  
A -A  B B B B B B 
B B -A  B -B  A B -B  
B B -B  -A  B -B  A B 
B B B -B  -A  B -B  A 
-B  B A -B  B A B -B  
-B  B B A -B  -B  A B 
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~= 
-A  A B B B -B  -B  -B  
-A  -A  B B B B B B 
B B A -B  B A B -B  
B B B A -B  -B  A B 
B B -B  B A B -B  A 
-B  B -A  B -B  A B -B  
-B  B -B  -A  B -B  A B 
-B  B B -B  -A  B -B  A 
The rows 31-39 of H have to be multiplied by -1 .  
For n = 80 
H= 
Hi H2 H3 1 -I-14 Hi -n2 H3 H4 
-Hi H2 n3 n4 ' 










RI  R2] 
A= R2 R1 ' 
_ _ e T e T 
+ + --e T _e  T 
- -  + - -e T e T 
+ - -  _e  T e T 
e e A C 
e e -C  A 
-e  e -B  -D  
e -e  -D  B 
B = [!~2 R2]  
-R2 R2 ' 
D = -R1 R1 + 
e T e f 
e T e T 
_e  T e T 
e T _e  T 
B D 
D -B  
A C 
-C  A 
JR2  -R2]  
C = -R2  R2 ' 
RE [+ • : +] 
To construct 1-12, Ha, 1-14 it is enough to exchange row one of H1 with the second, 
third, fourth row of/-/1 respectively e is a 4 x 1 vector of l's. The rows 4, 22, 41, 
63 have to be multiplied by -1 .  
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H~ with a (H~)  = 2~ = 3.2+33-6+4-10: 
4 . . . .  +++ +++ - - - - - -  +++ +++ +++ 
- -+- - - -  +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
- - - -+- -  +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
+++ +++ ++~ 
+++ +++ +++ 
+++ +++ 
- - - - - -+  +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ 
++++ +++ - -++ - -++ - -++ - -++ +- - - -  +- - - -  +- - - -  +- - - -  +- - - -  +- - - -  
++++ +++ +- -+ +- -+ +- -+ +- -+ - -+- -  - -+- -  - -+- -  - -+- -  - -+- -  - -+- -  
++++ +++ ++- -  ++- -  ++- -  +4 . . . .  + - - - -+- - - -+  - - - -+  - - - -+- - - -+  
- -+++ - -++ +4 ~- -  - -++ +- -+ - -++ - -++ +- -+ - -+- -  ++- -  +- -+ 
- -+++ +- -+ +- -+ +- -+ - -+- -  - -++ +- -+ -++ - -++ +- -+ - -+- -  ++- -  
- -+++ ++- -  - -++ ~+ +- -+ - -+- -  - -++ +- -+ - -++ ++- -  +- -+ - -+- -  
- -+++ - -++ - - - -+  +++ +++ +- - - -  ++ ~ +- -+ +++ ++- -  
- -+++ +- -+ - -+- -  +++ 4 +++ - - - -+  +4 ++- -  +- -+ +++ 
- -+++ ++- -  +- - - -  +++ +++ 4 F ++- -  +++ ++- -  +- -+ 
- -4  F- -  ++- -  +- -+ +++ - -++ +++ +++ - -++ +- - - -  +++ 
- - - -+  +- - - -  ++- -  - -++ +- -+ +++ +++ +++ +++ - -++ +- - - -  
- - - - - -+  F ++- -  +++ - -++ +- -+ +++ +++ +- - - -  +++ - -++ 
+- -++ - -++ - -++ ++- -  - -4  F - -+- -  +- -+ - -+- -  ++- -  +++ - -+- -  - -++ 
++- -+ +- -+ ++- -  ++- -  - -+- -  - -4 F ++- -  +- -+ - -+- -  - -++ +++ - -+- -  
+++--  ++- -  +- -+ +4 ~- -+- -  - -+- -  - -+- -  ++- -  +- -+ - -+- -  - -++ +++ 
+- -++ - -++ 4 ~+ +- -+ - -++ - - - -+- -++ + . . . .  F+ +++ - - - -+  - - - -+  
++- -+ +- -+ - - - -+  - -++ - - - -+  +- -+ - -++ - -++ - -++ 4 + +++ - - - -+  
+++--  ++- -  +- -+ +- - - -  + F +- -+ +++ +- -+ +- - - -  +- -+ + . . . .  F+ 
+- -++ - -++ - -++ +- - - -  +- -+ 4 F +- - - -  +++ +- -+ - -++ +- -+ +- - - -  
++- -+ +- -+ ++- -4  + +- -+ +- - - -  +- -+ +- - - -  +++ 4 . . . .  ++ +- -+ 
+++--  ++- -  - -+- -  - -++ - -++ - - - -+  +- -+ 4 . . . .  ++ - -++ - - - -+  - - - -+  +++ 
+++--  - -++ +- -+ ++- -  +++ - -++ - - - -+  +- -+ +4 ++ ++- -  
+- -++ +- -+ +- -+ - -++ ++- -  +++ +4 . . . .  + +- - '+  +4 ~+ 
++- -+ ++ +- -+ +++ - -++ ++- -  +- -+ ++ . . . .  F - -++ ++ 
+++--  - -++ - -+- -  - -+- -  +- -+ ++- -  ++- -  ++- -  +++ - -+- -  +- - - -  ++ . . . .  F 
+- -++ +- -+ + . . . .  ~--  ++- -  +- -+ ++- -  - -+- -  ++- -  +++ - - - -+  +- - - -  ++- -  
++- -+ +4 ~- -+- -  ++- -  ++- -  +- -+ +++ - -+- -  ++- -  +4 . . . .  + +- - - -  
- - - -++ 4 . . . .  ++ - - - -+  4 . . . .  ++ ++- -  ++- -  +- -+ ++- -  - -++ - -++ +- -+ 
- -+- -+ - -+- -  ++ . . . .  ~ ++- -  + . . . .  ~+ ++- -  ++- -  +- -+ +- -+ - -++ - -++ 
- -+4 ~ +- -+ - - - -+- -++ ++- -  +- - - -  +- -+ ++- -  ++- -  - -++ +- -+ - -++ 
+- -+- -  4 - - - - -  ++- -  - -++ +- - - -  +++ +- -+ - -++ +- -+ ++- -  +++ - -+- -  
+- - - -+  - -+- -  +- -+ - -++ +- - - -  +++ +- -+ +- -+ - -++ - -+- -  ++- -  +++ 
+4 F - -++ - -++ +++ 4 ~+ +- -+ +- -+ +++ - -+- -  ++- -  
+- -+- -  4 . . . .  ++ +- -+ - -+- -  ++ . . . .  ~ - -++ ++- -  - -++ +- -+ ++- -  +- -+ 
+- - - -+  - -+- -  ++- -  +- -+ - - - -+  - -+- -  ++- -  - -++ - -++ ++- -  +- -+ +- -+ ++- -  
+4 F +- -+ +- -+ +4 . . . .  + - -+- -  ++- -  - -++ - -++ ++- -  +- -+ +- -+ 
n m 
Row excess Si~ 
101010102226666666666666 
6 6 6 66666666666666666 
Co lumnexcessc~thesameasrowexcess .  
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H44 with o(H44) = 280 = 3 -2+34-6+7.10:  
~-- - -+  +- -++ +q- - -+  - -+4 F ++++ 
- - - - - -q -  q -q - - -+  q -q -++ q---q-q- q-q- F 
-q - - -+  ++q-+ q-q---q- - -+- -+ q - - -+q-  
- -+q ++++ - -+q-+ +q-+- -  +- -++ 
+++--  - -q - - - - -  ++++ +++--  +- - - -+  - -+- - - -  
++++ - -+- -+ - - - - - -+  - - -q -+ +++--  ++++ 
+++--  q - - - - -+  - -+- -+ +- - - - - -  ++- -+ +q- - - - -  
q -++q-  q - - - - -+  - - - -++ - -+++ - - - -++ - - - -++ 
++- -+ - - - -q -  + ++- -+ - -+++ -+- -+ 
+++--  +- -+- -  +- -+- -  +++q-  +- - - -+  +- -++ 
+- -++ +++--  - -+- -+ +++--  +- -+- -  +- -+-  
-+q-q -  - -q -+q-  q---q-q- ++- - - -  q -q -+- -  +- - - -+  
++- -+ +++--  +- -+ . . . .  F--  ++- -+ ++- - - -  
+- - - -+  - -++- -  - -q -+- -  ++++ - -+++ +- -+- -  
4 . . . .  +- -++ +- -++ -+- - - -  +++- -  - -++- -  
- -+- -+ ++- -+ - - - -+- - - -++- -  - -+- -+ - -+++ 
+++--  ++++ ++ . . . .  ~____ - -+++ +- - - -+  
- -+++ - -+- -+ +q- - - - -  +++- -  +- -++ - -++- -  
- - - -++ +- - - - -  ++++ ++- - - -  - -+- -+ ++++ 
- - - -+q-  +- -q - - -  - -+q-+ - - - -+- -  q - - -+- -  - -+- -+ 
. . . .  ++- - - -  ++- -+ - -+- -+ ++++ ++q-+ 
- -+++ - - - -++ ++4 b ++++ - -++- -  
- -+++ +++--  +- -++ +- - - -+  - -+- - - -  +++ 
- - - -++ - - - -++ - -+- - - -  ++q-+ ++- -+ ++--q -  
++- - - -  ++++ - -+++ ++- -+ 4 b++ 
+q- - -+ +- - - -q -  q -+++ +- -++ - -q -+q-  ÷ 
+- - - -+  +- - - -+  +- -+- -  ++++ +- -+- -  ++ 
- - -+- -  ++++ - - - -++ +q-+- -  - -++q-  
- - - -+q-  q -+- - - -4  +- -+ - - - -+- -  ++- - - -  
- - -+- -  ++++ - - - - - -+  - - - -++ q-+- -+ +- -+- -  
+- - - -+  - -++- -  +- - - -+  +- -+- -  ++++ - -+++ 
q-q-+q-  +q-q-q-  - -q -q - -4  %-- +q-q -+ 
- -q - - - - -  q -+q- - -  - -q-q- - -  - - - -+q-  q - - -q -+ q -q - - -+  
+- -+q-  - -q -+- -  +q-q-q-  . . . .  b - - - - - -q -  . . . .  F 
~- -+ - -++q-  +- - - -+  - - - -++ +++--  
+- -+- -  q - - -++ ++- - - -  +- -+q-  - -++- -  - -+- -+ 
+- -++ ++- -q -  q - - - - - -  +- - - -q -  q- - - - -q-  - - - -+q-  
~q- +- -q - - -  q - - - - - - -  q - - -++.+- -q -+ 
- -q - - - - -  q-q- - - - -  q -+- - - -  q - - -+- -  --q-q- . . . .  %+ 
- -+- -q -  +- -+- -  - -q - - - - -  q-q---q- +4 %-- 
q - - - - -+  - -+- -q -  - -q-q- - -  - -q - - - - -  q-q- - - - -  +- - - -q -  
+q- - -+  - - - -+q-  ++- -+ - - - - f f  +- -+- -  
- -+- - - -  - -q -+q-  q- - - - -q-  q-q-q-q- ++- -q -  
+- -q - - -  --q-q-q- ++q- - -  - -+q-q -  - -q - - - - -  - -++- -  
n 
+4- - - - -  +- - - -+  
+- -++ +4- '+- -  
+- - - -+  - -+- - - -  
+++- -  ++- - - -  
4 - - -4 -+ +- -4 -4 -  
4- - - - -4-  +- -+4-  
+++- -  ++- - - -  
- - - -++ - -+- - - -  
++4-+ ++++ 
++- -+ - -+++ 
- -++- -  +++ 
+++ + 
++++ , - -+- - - -  
++- -+ +- - - - - -  
- -+- -+ +++--  - -  
+++--  +--+- -  - -  
- - - -4 -+ +-- - -+  
- -4 -++ - - -+  . . . .  
- - - -++ - -+++ 
+4- - -+ - - - - - -+  
-+ 
- -4 - - - - -  4 -4 -++ 
+ + 
- - - - - -q -  4-4-- - - -  
- -+++ 4- - - - -+  
~-+ 
F- -  4 - - - - -+  
4- - - - - - -  ++q-+ 
4 -++-t -  ++4-4-  
- -4 -++ - - - -4 -+ 
__  4 - - -  - +- -  + 
+ ++- -  
- - - -4 - - -  +4-++ 
- -++- -  4-- -4-- -  
4 -+4-+ --4-- -4-  
++++ - -+-  
+4- - - -  ++- -+ 
+- -4 -4 -  4 - -+-  
-+- -+ ++-+ 
+-4- -  - -+4-  
- -4 - -+  -+- t -4 -  
+- -4 -+ ++++ 
- -+- - -  - -++- -  
-t---4--- -+- -+ 
q-~Dm 
- -q - -  
q - -++ 
+--++ 
++- -+ 
+- - -+  
++q- - -  
++- - -  
q- 
-q - - -  
q- - - - -q-  
q -q - - -  
+- -+ 
+++ 
- -q - - -q -  




F- -  
- -+++ 
q---q- . . . .  
- - - -q-q-  
q -++q-  
q-- -q-- -  -- 





--q-- -q-  
4 . . . .  




q - - -q - -  
-q -q - -  
q -+- -+ 
- - -q -q -  
q - - - - -+  









- -4-4-- -  
- - - - - -+  
4-4-- - - -  
+- -4 -4 -  
q- - - -  







4 - - -4 - -  
-4 - - - - t -  
++- -  
4-- -4-- -  
4 - -4  . . . .  
++- -+ 
-t-4----- 
+++- -  
4 -+4-+ 
- -+4-+ 
4 - - -4 -+ 
+4- - -4 -  
+4-+- -  
4 -4 -++ 
- -4 -+- t -  
_ _ 4- + 






- -++- -  
+- -+ 
q- - - - - -  
q -q - - -  
+--++ 
+- -q -q -  
- - - - - -q -  
- -++q-  
++++ 
q-- - - -q-  
+++q-  
q -q - - -  
- -q - - - - -  
- -++q-  




q - - -q - -  
- -q - -  
++ 
q--- 
+- -+q-  
++- -+ 
- -q- - -q-  
- - - - - -q -  
+- -q -q -  
+++-  
q-q- - - - -  
++q-+ 
- -+++ 
q-- - - -q-  
++++ 
q-++- -  
m 
Row excess si: 
22210101010101010666 
666  6 6 6 6 6 6 6666 
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An algorithm 
A very simple algorithm to construct Hadamard matrices with maximum excess 
is the following: 
(i) Start with an Hadamard matrix of order n and find o(H). If o(H) = o(n) 
stop, otherwise go to step (ii). 
(ii) Negate some rows of H and then negate those columns of H with negative 
column sums. Continue until all row and column sums are not negative. If 
o(H) = o(n) stop, otherwise go to step (ii) and negate other rows of H. 
The difficulty here is that we must start with an Hadamard matrix which is in 
the equivalent class with the one having maximum excess. 
The above algorithm was successfully applied for n = 40, 44. It was also applied 
for all n < 100 with unknown o(n). The maximum values of o(H) achieved is 
given in parenthesis in Table 2. 
Table 2 
a(n)=maxexeess,  S(rt)=max{~,ihi:Eih2=tl 2, hi=-hj, hi~O or  2 (mod 4)}, Sn improved upper 
bound for a(n), a(n)<~ S(n)<-S(n), * indicates that it is constructed for the first time, ( ) indicates 
the maximum value of o(H) attained 
hi - 2 (mod 4) h i ~ 0 (mod 4) 
n S(n) S(n) o(n) 2 6 10 14 18 0 4 8 12 16 
4 8 8 8 4 
8 20 20 20 7 
12 36 36 36 9 
16 64 64 64 
20 84 80 80 10 
24 112 112 112 
28 140 140 140 7 
32 176 172 172 6 
36 216 216 216 
40 248 244 244* 3 
44 284 280 280* 3 
2 
48 324 324 324* 
52 364 364 364* 
56 408 408 (400) 
60 460 452 (440) 
64 512 512 512 
68 556 548 (544) 
72 600 600 (576) 
76 652 652 (620) 
80 704 704 704* 
84 756 756 756* 
88 812 812 (792) 
92 872 872 (828) 
96 936 932 (920) 



























11 44 1 
10 47 3 
64 
6 55 7 
3 60 9 
1 63 12 
64 16 
63 21 
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3. The cases n = 40, 44 
T Let e, be a r x 1 vector of ones and e r its transpose, 
n n 
Sl(n)-'Xsi'Xs2i=n 2, si=O(mod4), i= l , . . . ,n ,  
i=1  i=1 
n n 
S2(n) = X Si" X S2 = n2, 
i=1  i=1 
si -- 2 (mod 4), i= l , . . . ,n .  
On the machine or by hand calculator we can find all solutions sl, $2 , . . . ,  Sn 
maximizing Sl(n) and S2(n). 
Theorem 1. (i) 0(40)= 244, 
(ii) I f  an Hadamard matrix of  order 40 has 
column-sum vectors will be (2e3 T, 6e~3, 10e~). 
excess 244, then its row and 
Proof. (i) If S i is the sum of the ith row (column) of H, i = 1, . . . ,  40, then 
max $2(40) = 248 and is achieved in two ways 
(a) (2e~, 6e~, 10e3r), and (b) (6e]~9, 14e~. 
Also $1(40) -- 236 has no solution and max $1(40) = 240 which is achieved only if 
the row (column)-sum vector is (4e~o, 8e~0). 
Suppose an H exists with excess 248, then the row and column-sum vectors will 
be as in (a) or (b) given above. If we multiply by -1  one row of H with row sum 
6, the column sums will now be congruent o 0 (mod 4) and their total will be 
248 - 2-6 = 236. But $1(40) = 236 has no solution, hence 0(40) <~ 244. 
Since an Hadamard matrix with excess 244 has been constructed, then 
a(40) = 244. 
(ii) $2(40) = 244 can be achieved in two ways, i.e., 
(a) (2e3 r, 6e~3, 10e4 r) and, (b) (2e2 r, 6e3r6, 10e~, 14e~). 
Solution (b) is impossible because if the column-sum vector is as in (b) and we 
multiply by -1  one row of H with row-sum 2, the new Hadamard matrix will 
have excess 244-2 -2 -  240 and the column-sums will be congruent o 0 (mod 4). 
The column of H with sum 14 will now have sum 12 or 16. But S~(40)= 240 is 
only achieved if the column-sum vector is (4e~0, 8e~0), so solution (b) is 
impossible. [] 
Theorem 2. (i) a(44) = 280, 
(ii) I f  an Hadamard matrix of  order 44 has excess 280, then either its row and 
column-sum vector will be (2e T, 6eT4, 10e~ or the row-sum vector will be 
(2e~, 6e~, 10e7 a') and the column-sum vector will be (2e2 r, 6e~7, 10e~, 14e~. 
Proof. (i) max $2(44) = 284 with two possible solutions 
(a) (6e T, 10e T, 14ela'), and (b) (2e T, 6eTT, 10e6T), 
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and max $1(44) = 276 with two possible solutions 
(c) (0el r, 4e~7, 8e2T6), and (d) (4e~0, 8e2T3, 12e0. 
Also $I(44)= 272 has no solution. 
In an H exists with 0(44) = 284, then its row and column-sum vectors will be as 
in (a) or (b). Multiplying by -1 ,  one row of H with row sum 6, then the column 
sums will be congruent o 0 (mod 4) and the new excess will be 284-2.6 = 272. 
But $1(44) = 272 has no solution, hence tr(44) <~ 280. Since an H with excess 280 
has been constructed, then 0(44)= 280. 
(ii) There are four possible solutions for $2(44) = 280: 
(a) (6e~2, 10e~, 18e0, 
(b) (2el r, 6e~o, 10e~, lae~), 
(c) (2e2 r, 6e~7, 10e4 T, lae~), 
(d) (2e , 6e3T4, 10e~. 
If there exists an H with column-sum vector as in (a), then multiplying by -1  
one row of H with sum 6, the column-sum vector will be 
(c~, . . . ,  ch) = (4e~, 8e~2-r, 8e~, 12e~_s, 16e~, 20e~:_t), 
for some 0~r~<42,  0<~s~<l, 0~<t~<l and 
¢44 
E c; = 280-  2.6 = 268 
i=1 
44 
(c 'y  = 44 
i=1 
[4r + 8(42 - r) + 8s + 12(1 - s )  + 16t + 20(1 - t) = 268 
[42r + 82(42-- r) + 82s + 122(1-- s) + 162t + 202(1 -- t) = 442 
~ r + s + r = 25, with solution r = 24, s = O, t = 1. 
::~ [ 3r + 5s + 9t = 81, 
This means that all elements lying in the column with sum 18 and in the row with 
sum 6 will be equal to + 1 because t = 1. But then the column sum will be at least 
24 because there are at least 34 rows with sum 6. This is a contradiction, so (a) 
cannot be a row or column sum vector of H. 
To prove that solution (b) is impossible to be a column-sum vector of H we 
multiply a row with sum 2 by -1 ,  then we end up with the equations 
{~+s+t+u=23,  
+ 3s + 5t + 7u = 81, 0~<r~<l'0~<s~<40'0~<t~<l'0<<'u<~2' 
which has no solution. 
Similarly we prove that an H of order 44 with row and column-sum vector as in 
(c) does not exist. 
Hence an Hadamard matrix with maximum excess will have row and 
column-sum vectors as in (d) and this is the one we have constructed or the 
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row-sum vector will be as in (c) and the column-sum vector will be as in (d). The 
last one, if it exists, has not been constructed. 
The method followed in the above two cases is equivalent to that followed in 
[4] and [7]. In a similar way Table 2 was constructed. The value a(H) = 920 for H 
of order 96 has been achieved by Sathe and Shenoy [7]. The other values of o(H) 
which are in parenthesis n Table 2 were achieved by applying the algorithm of 
Section 2. 
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